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Introduction
There are 'Hague Rules', 'The Hague-Visby Rules', 'Hamburg Rules' etc. in international convention which limit the liability of carrier (Kim, 2003) .
In the former paper of the author 1) , it was concluded that the main differences between the maritime performing party and the actual carrier is that: firstly, in maritime performing party system, the "Himalaya clause" is not only applied to the carrier and the agent or servent of the carrier, but also applied to other separate contractors(the intermediate maritime performing party). Secondly, in maritime performing party system, the independent contractors, such as the port maritime performing party, can enjoy carrier's exception clause and limitation of liability.
In order to update "China Maritime Code" to modern standards, China should establish maritime performing party system. However, there are still some problems and difficulties in establishing it. This paper will suggest that present problems existing in China's relevant laws and regulations, the difficulties in constructing China's maritime performing party system, the strategy in constructing maritime performing party in China. The author believe that under the current legal system and port operator operating system in China, it is difficult to determine the port operator as the carrier's servants or agents. At present there are no special provisions on the employment relationship in China Law system, however, according to general understanding, the servant generally refers to the nature person who is assigned by the hirer and provides services in the name of the hirer under the employment contract relationship.
Present problems existing in
According to the China 'Civil Law' Article 63 an agent shall perform civil juristic acts in the principal's name within the scope of the power of agency. At present the port operator in China performs the port operation in their own name, therefore the port operator is not the carrier's agent. In China, as the employees of port operators, the port workers will neither sign the contract with the carrier in their own name nor be employed by the carrier. As well as the port operator signing the contract with the hirer, he is not the natural person, so there is not the employment contract relationship between them. As a result, the port operator is not the carrier's employee. However, some scholars believe that 'entrust' is not limited to the case of a commission contract, it can mean affairs commission.
In the drafting process of the Hamburg Rules, the expert of the Working Group considered that the main purpose of introducing the actual carrier system is to solve the liability problems of the carrier when the carrier translates part of or whole of the transportation to the other person. Then a consensus was reached, the so-call entrust refers to the situation that the first shipping company delivers the goods to the second then the goods was transported by the second company. That is, it not only includes the situation that two carriers do the connecting transport, but also includes the situation that, under the time charter contract, the ship-owner transports the goods which are contracted by the charterer in the name of the 'carrier' by his rental ship. Therefore, according to the Hamburg Rules' legislation purpose, the carrier delivers the goods to the ship owner based on the charter-party, which means that the carrier entrusts the ship owner to transport the goods, even if there is no mandate contract between them, the person who accepts the goods and transports is also the actual carrier.
2) Disputation about 'carriage of goods'
The first disputation: "Carriage" includes the 'land carriage' or not. 
Conclusions

